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Abstract 

This paper discusses how to go about designing an interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary research project 
or programme, with ZEF’s research initiative on ‘water pollution and human health’ in India as the 
background of the presentation. A summary is given of Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn’s (2007) main arguments 
regarding ‘design principles’ for inter- and transdisciplinary research, and the basic tools they have 
developed for this are discussed in the context of ZEF’s ‘water pollution and human health’ research 
initiative. 
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1 Introduction 

This paper was written as part of the process of designing a research project proposal on ‘Water 
pollution and health in India’.1

Apart from doing concrete research on ‘water pollution and health’ issues in India, ZEF also would like to 
use this initiative to explore how to systematically design inter- and transdisciplinary research, in order 
to learn how to do that better. As a starting point for this ‘process dimension’ of the initiative this paper 
summarises the ‘principles’ for effective transdisciplinary research that are identified in the just 
mentioned publication, and elsewhere, and reflects on what this might entail for the ‘water pollution and 
health’  initiative.  

 In that process we hoped to design, together with partners, an 
interdisciplinary research project or programme, if not a transdisciplinary research project or programme. 
Based on earlier experience in ZEF and other research projects we know all too well what the difficulties 
are in conducting interdisciplinary research. Some of the concrete experiences with inter- and 
transdisciplinary research on natural resources management topics are now starting to be written up and 
reflected upon systematically. One outcome of such analysis and reflection is Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn’s 
2007 publication called Principles for designing transdisciplinary research.  

At the start, it is important to describe what is meant by the terms interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary 
research.  Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn (2007) contains three Annexes, of together 27 pages (ibid.: 70-97), in 
which the different definitions, terminology used and meanings ascribed are presented. Crudely put, 
interdisciplinary research is research in which a jointly defined problem is collaboratively analysed by 
researchers with different disciplinary backgrounds.2

In transdisciplinary research this ‘embedding’ becomes a much more serious affair. In transdisciplinary 
research so called ‘stakeholders’ (interest groups) are intimately involved in research formulation and 
implementation, affecting the way ‘science is done’ deeply. One way to formulate the core idea of 
transdisciplinarity is that transdisciplinary research aims to democratise scientific practice. It is often 
‘participatory’ in nature, with strong understandings of participation implied. Put yet differently, 
stakeholders/interest groups are not just consulted, investigated, funding agents or handed over the 
results, but they are involved in the design, governance as well as the implementation of the research.  

 The jointness of the problem definition and 
collaboration in the analysis requires conceptual and methodological work that problematises the 
disciplinary ‘givens’, that is, each researcher’s approach will have to be conceptually and 
methodologically adapted to ‘fit in’. This stands in contrast with multi-disciplinary research – where 
disciplinary approaches remain untouched, and all disciplines basically ‘do their own thing’, in parallel 
one could say. Interdisciplinary research can be a fully academic exercise of academic researchers 
amongst themselves, though it does not have to be that necessarily. It can also be more policy and/or 
practice oriented, and be embedded in societal contexts quite specifically. Often such research is 
required to come up with solutions, options or recommendations for concrete societal problems that a 
research funder wants resolved. 

As stated above, there is no single understanding of these terms, and terminology itself is plural, but this 
is roughly how we understand these two notions at present. What we aim at in the ‘water pollution and 
health’ initiative in India, is to achieve proper interdisciplinary research, preferably with strong elements 
of stakeholder/interest group involvement.  

In our initial thinking about the process dimension of the research initiative two things have been 
central. 

                                                   
1 The paper emerged in the joint work with my ZEF colleague Dr Saravanan S.V. of designing the research project. I 
thank him for the pleasant discussions and collaboration, and gratefully acknowledge his help in finalising this 
paper. 
2 The reference is collaborative research by groups of researchers. Interdisciplinarity can also be done individually, 
but the scale and complexity of the issues being considered here usually requires group effort. 



 

1. To be interdisciplinary a joint problem definition is essential. Therefore, a lot of attention needs 
to be given to the partnerships that will constitute the initiative. The partnerships are the 
location where shared problem definition occurs. This initiative should not be a ‘one-off’ 
assembly work project, but a more wide ranging programmatic effort. Some parts of it may not 
even require external funding, even when the aim is to design a joint project/programme for 
intensive implementation that will require such external funding. Part of the joint problem 
definition, and the conceptual and methodological ‘matching’ part of that, is a normative 
‘matching’. Inherently, research is shaped by certain (human development) concerns, having to 
do with standpoints on questions like equity/welfare, democracy and sustainability – the 
standard big three normative points of orientation of ‘engaged’ development research. We would 
position ourselves in a ‘critical’ research tradition, that is, a tradition that attempts to be both 
self-consciously reflective and aim at practical contributions to human development.3

2. The research has to link up with existing processes of societal activity and transformation. This 
means that the research would seek collaboration around issues that are ‘ongoing’, that is, 
actively discussed and contested in society, where things are happening, and where there is a 
configuration of stakeholders/interest groups not only abstractly extant, but concretely engaged 
in negotiating, advocating or otherwise shaping the future. Hence our search for suitable ‘cases’ 
or ‘issue networks’. Part of this is also the long term engagement that is envisaged. Though any 
research project is of fixed and limited duration, societal processes are ongoing, and we would 
aim to frame our bounded research effort in that context. None of the partners will be novices 
to the region or the subject matter, and they will have long standing engagements and 
embeddedness each in their own way.  

 

These are very general beginnings. The decision to focus on ‘water pollution and health’ is ours. An 
inventory was made of the literature on ‘environment and health’, and within that potential fields of 
interest were identified (by Saravanan S.V., see footnote 1). We decided, at ZEF, that the water pollution 
– health connection might be an interesting and important topic for research. The step to be taken in 
designing a research project and programme is to identify concrete problem areas around which to 
organise the research. The expectation is that there will be no scarcity of ‘cases’ and ‘issue networks’ to 
link research to among the plethora of concrete human development issues in a fast changing India, or 
for that matter, any other part of the world.  

This paper attempts to move from such general statements of intent and principle to more concrete and 
practical aspects of research design – including the trade-offs involved. This is done in two steps. First, in 
section 2, I summarise the three main challenges of the ‘boundary crossing’ that interdisciplinary and 
transdisciplinary research involves. The second step, section 3, looks concretely at the ‘principles for 
designing transdisciplinary research’ that Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn discuss in their book. 

2 Boundary crossing: concepts, objects and settings4

The challenges posed by interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research can be subdivided into three 
classes. The general metaphor used is that of inter- and transdisciplinary research being an exercise in 
‘crossing boundaries’, the title of Klein’s book on interdisciplinarity (Klein, 1996). The main boundaries to 
be crossed are those between disciplines (including schools of thought within disciplines) and between 
science and society. The framework developed looks at what needs to be done ‘at the boundary’ to 
achieve constructive collaboration and/or action. The three types of ‘boundary work’ that need to be 
done, or challenges that inter-and transdisciplinary research pose are the following. 

 

1. The development of suitable boundary concepts to think multidimensionality. 

                                                   
3 See Burawoy (2005a, 2005b) for advocacy of a ‘public sociology’, in which ‘sociology’ can be replaced by any 
discipline or interdiscipline.  
4 This section summarises the basic framework for understanding the ‘boundary work’ inherent to interdisciplinary 
and transdisciplinary research as developed in Mollinga (2008, 2010). 



 

2. The construction of workable boundary objects to make assessments and take decisions in 
conditions of incomplete knowledge, uncertainty, complexity and non-congruent interests. 

3. The crafting of conducive boundary settings, that is, shaping the internal and external 
institutional arrangements of research in such a way that the first two can be achieved 
effectively. 

The first challenge or class refers to the necessary conceptual/theoretical and methodological work to 
capture the multidimensionality of concrete human development problems, including those of water 
pollution and health.  Disciplinary perspectives commonly abstract along one dimension (reductionism). 
In concrete problem settings these different dimensions have to be ‘integrated’ somehow, that is, 
understood simultaneously, as connected dimensions.  A clear example is the concept of ‘value’, and 
related methodologies of ‘valuation’. The highly polarised discussion in India, as elsewhere, on the ‘value’ 
of water underscores the difficulties involved in seeing the interconnections, and avoid digging in into 
reductionist positions (be they productivist, economistic or culturalist). Methodological difficulties have 
to do with designing and using appropriate valuation methods, and the issue of (in)commensurability of 
values for example. Other examples are concepts of ‘risk and vulnerability’, ‘scarcity’, ‘efficiency’, and 
many others. ‘Joint problem definition’ and ‘joint analysis’ includes engaging which such conceptual and 
methodological questions.  

The second challenge or class starts from the observation that in concrete situations where decisions 
have to be made and courses of action decided, at whatever level this may be, approaches are needed 
that can help in this decision making even when data is incomplete and of different types, systems are 
complex, and characterised by uncertainty, and where different and conflicting interests are involved – 
that is, in almost all natural resources management and human development decision making situations. 
The ‘devices’ developed for and employed in such situations are called ‘boundary objects’. They come in 
three forms: a) different types of ‘models’, well known are those used as ‘decision support systems’; 2) 
assessment frameworks, that is, different methods for ‘integrated assessment’; 3) participatory processes, 
that is, methods focussing on how to organise or facilitate decision making. The three are not necessarily 
exclusive, but tend to exist relatively independently, very crudely put, as science driven, state and 
corporate sector driven, and civil society driven approaches.  

The third challenge or class looks at the details of crafting ‘enabling’ institutional conditions for inter- 
and transdisciplinary research projects, internally (within the project) and externally (the project in 
relation to the rest of the world). In transdisciplinary research the distinction between internal and 
external, of course, to a large extent breaks down, but the issue of institutional arrangements remains. 
‘Internal’ institutional arrangements refer to the division of labour in research projects and programmes, 
incentive structures for collaboration, communication strategies, transparency of decision 
making/internal governance and management, budget control, et cetera. ‘External’ institutional 
arrangements refer to the relationships with funding agencies, ‘target groups’, ‘beneficiaries’, 
‘stakeholders’ or ‘interest groups’, whatever the preferred terminology may be, relations with the general 
public, with policy makers, and so forth. A lot of debate on the problems of conducting interdisciplinary 
and transdisciplinary research focuses on this third challenge. It is no doubt very important, but it is only 
one class of challenges.  

How does this distinction of three types of challenges help us? One way is that it helps not to confuse 
problems, or assume that a ‘solution’ of/in one class of problems implies having solved everything. Good 
communication and research governance does not automatically generate quality science; the 
production of quality science does not guarantee applicability or even relevance for concrete problem 
solving; facilitating a participatory and democratic decision making process excellently does not 
automatically generate consensus or resolution of conflicts; and so forth. This may sound obvious, and 
should be obvious, but such confusion is rampant in actually existing collaborative (interdisciplinary) 
research in our own experience.  

The second way in which this threefold division of challenges may help is that it is the beginning of more 
concrete unravelling of the issues we need to address when designing and doing inter- and 
transdisciplinary research (and, for that matter, to a large extent also in collaborative disciplinary 



 

research). We can also look at the ambitions of the research more concretely: are these located in all 
three fields, and equally strongly, or are we ‘conventional’ in one sense but ‘vanguard’ in another?  

Thirdly, we can use it as a tool for identifying our own strengths and weaknesses. Where do we have 
knowledge, skills and experience, and where do we lack them? How can these be supplemented? How 
can partners complement each other in this respect? Where do we need to bring in others’ knowledge, 
skill and experience? Where do we have to acquire new knowledge, skill and experience ourselves? 

There is an emerging and fast growing literature on such questions, which can be made use of in 
designing and implementing a specific project or programme.  However, no recipes are available and 
translation to specific conditions and problematic is always required. 

The next logical question then is how to go about systematically addressing this generic set of issues in a 
concrete research initiative. That is the subject of the next section. 

3 Operationalising design principles for transdisciplinary research 

This section summarises the approach proposed in Pohl and Hirsh Hadorn (2007) for conducting 
transdisciplinary research (TR).5

TR aims to do research in such a way that: 

 According to these authors “[t]here is a need for TR when knowledge 
about a societally relevant problem field is uncertain, when the concrete nature of problems is disputed, 
and when there is a great deal at stake for those concerned by problems and involved in dealing with 
them.” (ibid.:20) This can safely be said to apply to most water resources management and health issues 
in India and elsewhere. Questions like public vs. private provision of water supply and health services, 
(in)equity in access to these services, the (in)sufficiency of technological solutions for achieving 
sustainable services, (non)availability of data, the poor level of understanding of water pollution – health 
causal connections, and many others, are actively discussed, contested and acted upon at different levels 
– from the individual and household level, to the national  level policy domain, to global water and 
health standards, treaties, covenants, and programmes. Both water and health are core to human 
development and part of basic human rights definitions – the stakes are therefore high.  

a. it grasps the complexity of problems; 

b. it takes into account the diversity of life-world and scientific perceptions of problems; 

c. it links abstract and case-specific knowledge; 

d. it develops knowledge and practices that promote what is perceived to be the common good. 
(ibid.:20) 

These are understood by Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn as requirements for TR. 

TR, though being a distinct type of research, has several things in common with other research types, 
notably that it is an iterative process of a) problem identification and structuring, b) problem analysis, 
and c) bringing results to fruition. (ibid.:20) These three elements can be seen as phases, but certainly in 
TR they occur in a continuing and iterative cycle.  This design characteristic often does not sit well with 
research funding criteria, in India as elsewhere. The submission of project proposals often forces 
researchers into defining ‘deliverables’ and ‘milestones’ for different points in time in a two to five year 
period, and to suggest that they are highly confident about the outcomes, if not the societal impacts, 
that will be achieved. Though such frameworks are meant to create a degree of accountability of 
researchers to research funders, which is an understandable objective, they also create administrative 
and financial rigidities that can easily contradict the iterative and flexible nature of TR that was just 
described. The framing of research proposals, be they for research funding agencies, or internally within a 

                                                   
5 The empirical reference of the book is experience in European collaborative research projects on natural resource 
management and ecological sustainability issues particularly. My main objective is to present the tools that Pohl 
and Hirsch Hadorn present, using their four principles as the organising device. However, their own presentation is 
structured somewhat differently – for which I refer to the publication itself. 



 

university department or research institute, is itself a case of ‘boundary work’, in which different 
constituencies and concerns need to be negotiated to achieve the fine balance between prioritisation, 
accountability and proper planning needed on one side, and the flexibility and openness required to deal 
with real world issues adequately on the other. In other words, in practice there tends to be a situation 
in which science-driven research interests have to be balanced with society-driven research interests. 
How that balance is struck varies a great deal from case to case. TR is a type of research that works 
strongly from society-driven research interests – what Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn call, in rather neutral 
phrasing, as aiming at the ‘common good’. This functions as the ‘regulative idea’ of TR. “The 
transdisciplinary research process should clarify how to understand the concept of the common good 
and its implications as a normative principle for dealing with problems in the life-world. “ (ibid.:29)6

To shape the TR research process and to keep it within practicable boundaries, Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn 
(2007) formulate and discuss four principles. 

 

1. Reduce complexity by specifying the need for knowledge and identifying those involved. 

2. Achieve effectiveness through contextualisation. 

3. Achieve integration through open encounters. 

4. Develop reflexivity through recursiveness. 

I discuss below what is meant with these principles and present the tools the two authors suggest for 
operationalising them. I also comment on the potential relevance and implications for the ‘water 
pollution and health’ research initiative. However, the implementation of these principles assumes the 
identification of a ‘societally relevant problem field’ as the subject matter to which this 
operationalisation is applied. In general terms the ‘water pollution and health’ problem field is evidently 
societally relevant. However, what is needed for concrete research is to specify this in much greater 
detail for the particular case or issue network concerned. This detailed description must fulfil the four 
requirements as listed above (ibid.:27). 

1. On complexity: the description must include the relevant relations between the social and 
natural factors that constitute the problem and that might influence possible solutions (in my 
own words, a conceptual model of the problem needs to be made). This requires grasping the 
dynamic interdependencies of empirical insights, technical options, value orientations and policy 
options (in my own words, part of problem definition is a strategic assessment of the direction 
into which one would like to move for seeking solutions).  

2. On diversity of perspectives: existing diversity in perspectives may not be complementary, but is 
likely to be contradictory. Nevertheless diverse perspectives need to be taken into account in a 
problem definition as well as subsequent steps, by looking at the contribution they can make to 
problem solution. It also means that ‘perception correction’ is part of the research process (in my 
own words, research involves an organised learning process, not just at the level of knowledge 
acquired, but also at the level of how the problem is perceived in the first place, which starts 
with a serious description of the diversity of perspectives and their acknowledgement). 
Participatory research design and methods, as well as conscious focus on communication, 
learning and negotiation frameworks are important tools for making diversity an asset. In 
sometimes strongly polarised situations around water and health issues, achieving this is a great 
challenge. It is at this point that linking with existing processes is very important, as such 
processes tend to be long-duration, longer than a distinct research project. 

3. On linking abstract and case specific knowledge: producing relevant knowledge is one thing, 
making it practically work is another. ‘Working with knowledge’ is not a trivial matter of 
‘dissemination’ or ‘transfer’, that is of availability only, but a more complex process. In the words 
of Cash et al. (2003), to find application, and apart from being available, knowledge needs to be 
credible (often the single focus of academic researchers, ‘good’ knowledge), it needs to be salient 

                                                   
6 Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn note that being oriented towards the common good is not the privilege of TR – it can also 
be part of basic and applied research. However, what is characteristic of tR is that it attempts to fulfil all four 
requirements listed (Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn, 2007: 35-36) 



 

(effectively speak to a concrete problem, be perceived as truly relevant by users and decision-
makers) and it needs to be  legitimate (it matters who the carrier(s) or owner(s) of the 
knowledge is/are, and in what process and setting it has been produced). Part of the problem 
field identification/description thus needs to be how this ‘working with knowledge’ is envisaged, 
with what kind of knowledge this is feasible, what approaches are practical etc.  

4. On promoting the common good: One of the research questions in a TR project would be how to 
define the concept of the common good with regard to the specific problem at hand. It has to be 
acknowledged that actor groups in the private sector, public agencies and civil society can hold 
controversial (and contradictory) positions. TR would aim at consensus on solutions. In the 
Indian context and many other settings where stakes are high and social divisions deep,  such 
formulations can easily sound idealistic. It assumes a certain degree of willingness among actor 
groups to engage in this manner. Achieving that willingness is again not a trivial, and often a 
strongly political and politicised, matter. If absent, constructive research becomes rather 
difficult. The implication seems to be that not all situations lend themselves for a TR 
input/approach.  The problem field definition/description needs to identify the contours of that 
‘willingness’, one might say, it has to include a ‘political feasibility’ assessment. 

I now move to the operational aspects of designing TR by discussing the four principles and suggested 
tools. 

First principle: Reduce complexity by specifying the need for knowledge and identifying 
those involved 

The complexity of a problem can easily be overwhelming – everything seems to be related to everything 
else. The TR way through this is to focus on those relations that are relevant to practice-oriented 
problem solving (‘what can we do/do we want to do about negative effects of water pollution on health 
in this situation and what do we therefore need to know’). The trick is thus to reduce complexity based 
on the need for knowledge of those involved (ibid.:21). This principle is relevant in all three phases 
identified above, but particularly in the phase of identifying and structuring problem fields. The reduction 
of complexity requires a mapping of what different actors and disciplines involved in a problem think 
and feel about the issue and how they relate to it, and what they could contribute to the 
achievement/fulfilment of the TR requirements. In a matrix this looks as follows. 

Tool 1: Identifying the actors involved with regard to TR requirements 

Actors involved 
 
 
Requirements for TR 

Actor A 

Actor B 

Actor... 

Discipline A 

Discipline B 

Discipline... 

a) Complexity of problems       

b) Diversity of perceptions       
c) Abstract and case-specific knowledge       
d) Knowledge and practices that promote what is 

perceived to be the common good       

Source: Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn (2007:30) 

Such a matrix could be a tool in a participatory process of problem field definition. To develop concrete 
research questions on the basis of such mapping (what knowledge do we – thus – need, and what 
questions do we – therefore – need to ask?), a distinction is made between three types of knowledge 
that are part of TR: systems knowledge, target knowledge and transformation knowledge, which need to 
be clearly distinguished and their interrelation understood. This gets clarified in the second tool as 
presented below in the ‘Tool 2’ table.  



 

The first two columns of that table describe the types of knowledge just mentioned, for each of which 
research questions would be formulated. The third column identifies the main challenge involved in 
developing such knowledge/answering such questions. The fourth column refers to a list of three 
questions that can help in identifying the connections between the three types of knowledge.  

The tool invites its users to identify the implicit references and assumptions about other types of 
knowledge that inform a particular research question, and to make these explicit.  For instance, when we 
formulate a research question about the dynamics of a particular system (about a particular mechanism 
operating in it for example), we should also ask what we have implicitly assumed/incorporated into that 
question as regards the targeted change/solution, and how to make that work. For example, when the 
research question is one about price distortion in a particular commodity market (systems knowledge), 
we may have assumed that a ‘free market’ would be undistorted and are the target to be achieved 
(target knowledge), and that for this certain policies need to be in place (transformation knowledge). If 
our assumptions about target and transformation would be different, our systems questions would also 
be different.  

The three questions that can be used for tracing such references and assumptions in a particular research 
question are the following (Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn, 2007:40). 

1. To what understanding of the genesis and possible development of a problem and life-world 
interpretations of it does the research question refer? 

2. To what kind of need for change, desired goals and better practices does the research question 
refer? 

3. To what technical, social, cultural and other possible means of acting does the research question 
refer?  

Tool 2: Positioning the need for knowledge with regard to the three forms of knowledge 

 Research questions Particular challenge 
Questions to 
help with 
positioning 

Sy
st

em
s 

kn
ow

le
dg

e Questions about the genesis and 
possible development of a problem 
and about life-world interpretations 
of a problem 

Reflecting on and dealing with 
uncertainties with the help of real-
world experiments 

 
 
2, 3 

Ta
rg

et
 

kn
ow

le
dg

e Questions related to determining and 
explaining the need for change, 
desired goals and better practices 

Clarifying and prioritising diverse 
perceptions of targets and values, 
taking into account the common 
good as a regulatory principle 

 
 
1, 3 

Tr
an

sf
or

m
at

io
n 

kn
ow

le
dg

e 

Questions about technical, social, 
cultural, legal and other possible 
means of acting to transform 
existing practices and introduce 
desired ones 

Learning how to make existing 
technologies, regulations, practices 
and power relations more flexible 

 
 
1,2 

Source: Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn (2007:40) 

For the ‘water pollution and health’ initiative this would imply that an ‘actor mapping’, ‘perspective 
mapping’ and ‘contribution mapping’ for the ‘cases’ we are considering needs to be done. As a first step 
that would be done based on available information, discussion and exchange among potential partners, 
to identify a set of suitable cases. A next step would be to do this more in detail in the case locations 
and with actor groups involved. That would, in fact, be the beginning of the actual research, or an 



 

activity preceding the formulation of a larger scale project proposal. It requires time and financial 
resources.  

Second principle: Achieve effectiveness through contextualisation 

Contextualising research is to a large extent about assuring impact of the research activities. Pohl and 
Hirsch Hadorn suggest making ‘impact models’ as part of the research (design). These are conceptual 
models that show the (assumed) relations between research results, their use, and the effects and 
impacts of that (2007:63). There will be a multiplicity of impacts, and a multiplicity of views on how 
impact occurs (what the mechanisms are that produce impact), which need to be adequately described 
and understood. The purpose of this is to ‘tailor results for the target group’. Or put differently, research 
results need to be embedded in the life-world of different actors. For mapping this, Pohl and Hirsch 
Hadorn present Tool 4 and Tool 5, for embedding in society and for embedding in the scientific world 
respectively. The matrices are reproduced below.7

Tool 4: Embedding TR in the life-world 

 The basic point is to do strategic planning of 
outputs/results and how these will be put to work, in all stages of the project/research activity.  

Questions about the  
impact model 

Area of impact 
Private sector Civil society Public agencies 

What impact is intended?    
What existing needs, interests, technologies, 
regulations, practices and power relations 
need to be taken into account? 

   

What causal relationships are initially 
assumed?    

In what form and at what point in time can 
results be introduced in a way tailored for the 
target group? 

   

What are likely unintended impacts, and what 
‘probes’ may reveal them?  

   

Source: Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn (2007:65) 

                                                   
7 The fact that Tool 4 and 5 follow Tool 2 above, and Tool 3 comes only later is due to the different organisation of 
the presentation in this paper than in the book. I kept the numbering of the tools as in the source for easy 
reference. 



 

Tool 5: Embedding TR in the scientific environment 

Strategic elements 

Project phase 
Problem 
identification and 
structuring 

Problem analysis Bringing results to 
fruition 

Goals 
(scientific/science policy) 

   

Contents 
(state of the art in relevant disciplines/ state 
of the art in transdisciplinary research/ 
future research areas/ need for institutional 
action) 

   

Addressees 
(disciplines/ transdisciplinary groups/ 
science policy actors) 

   

Forms 
(publications/ organisation  of conferences/ 
initiation of research programmes/ 
development of networks/ writing of official 
statements) 

   

 

Third principle: Achieve integration through open encounters  

The third principle directly addresses the process dimension of TR research, that is, the forms of 
collaboration and integration within the research activity. The general principle of collaboration and 
integration in TR is that of open encounters, which means that, as the basis of a constructive approach, 
“participants ask themselves about the significance of other perspectives in relation to their own 
perspective.” (Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn, 2007:57) These encounters can be organised in a variety of ways, 
through different types of ‘boundary work’. Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn (2007:53, Figure 10) present four 
types of collaboration in research projects (following Rossini and Porter, 1979:74 who call these ‘socio-
cognitive frameworks for integrating interdisciplinary research’). 

1. Common group learning 

2. Modelling 

3. Negotiation among experts 

4. Integration by leader 

Each of these has its own organisational pattern, division of labour and communication methods.  Based 
on this, three ‘modes of integration’ are defined, within each of which modelling can be used.  The 
perspective is summarised in the Tool 3 table presented below. On the horizontal axis there are three 
forms of collaboration, on the vertical axis different ‘tools’. The latter are basically different types of 
boundary concepts and boundary objects as discussed above in section two. Research on the practice of 
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research could usefully focus on the types and modes of 
functioning of boundary concepts and boundary objects. The existing literature on the subject would 
already allow more precise specification and extension of the list of ‘tools’ than in Pohl and Hirsch-
Hadorn’s summary. 

Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn focus on the cognitive dimension of collaboration and integration, and 
emphasise the recursiveness of the research process in general (see the fourth principle below), but do 
not discuss the ‘nitty gritty’ of institutional arrangements in research projects. These include for instance 
how ‘work packages’ are organised, how common databases are set up and managed, how budgets are 
managed, how day-to-day decision making on research planning  is organised , what incentive structures 



 

can be created for collaborative work, etc. For these aspects of TR design other sources will have to be 
mobilised. The literature on social learning may provide good insights. 

Tool 3: Forms of collaboration and modes of integration 

Modes of integration 

Forms of collaboration 
Common group 
learning  
(search for something 
new) 

Negotiation among 
experts 
(give and take) 

Integration by a 
leader 
(give or take) 

Boundary object    
Glossary    
Everyday language    

Models    
Mutual adaptation of concepts    

Transfer of concepts    
Bridge concepts    

Source: Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn (2007:59) 

Given the way we are embarking on the ‘water pollution and health’ project, ‘common group learning’ 
seems to be the most important form of collaboration to start off with. After all, as stated in the 
beginning of this paper, part of the agenda is to learn about designing and implementing an 
interdisciplinary research project with transdisciplinary components. Normatively, common group 
learning seems to be a better basis for developing and maintaining a research network than the other 
two. But common learning is difficult to facilitate and keep the momentum of.  

Fourth principle: Develop reflexivity through recursiveness 

Recursiveness is another general process characteristic of TR. It basically means iterative reflection, or 
self-conscious learning. It characterises the whole research process, and is not reserved for any particular 
phase. Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn (2007) do not present a separate tool for achieving recursiveness. It 
should be a process characteristic of the employment of the tools presented above. These processes are 
done well when they are done recursively, in virtuous, learning cycles. As already observed above, the 
authors focus on the cognitive dimension of this – what needs to be added is an organisational 
sociology/(knowledge) management science perspective to specify concrete organisational forms and 
procedures for this. A specific problem for international collaborative projects with partners 
geographically at large distances is that encounters are generally not very frequent. Modern 
communication technology may help to partly overcome that, but probably not fully.  

On the implementation of principles three and four, a lot of think-work therefore still needs to be done 
for the ‘water pollution and health’ initiative, and more generally in development research. Some of my 
personal learning of the past few years in this regard is the following (with no claim to 
comprehensiveness or general validity). 

• Subdividing research projects into work packages along disciplinary lines may seem attractive 
because it reduces the transaction costs of collaboration (many academics are reasonably 
individualistic and prefer to work on their own), but it can easily undermine the working from a 
common problem definition, and the sharing of knowledge. The question of ‘integration’ is thus 
pushed forward in time and becomes more difficult to achieve.  

• Encounters of different disciplines and actor groups have to be forced, that is made unavoidable 
through the way the project is organised, while otherwise there is a tendency to avoid them. 
Metaphorically put, unless people lock themselves up in a room together, collaboration and 
integration can easily remain elusive.  This is a major task for research project manager(s). 



 

• Transparency in the governance of a project is of utmost importance. Inter- and transdisciplinary 
research have a strong element of equal partnership (though not necessarily, see above under 
the third principle), and centralised decision making in the hand of one or a few of the partners 
militates against that. 

• Particularly important in this respect is transparency in financial (budget) management. Active 
care should be taken that control over budgets is not used as an instrument of power. 
Transparency is accompanied by accountability, where all partners should be equally 
accountable. 

• Technological devices like websites and electronic databases do not necessarily induce 
interaction and sharing among researchers (nor between the project and society). 
Communication is (also and very much) a cultural process and has to be addressed as such.  

• Gender relations and the relations between junior and senior researchers should be a special 
point of attention in project design and implementation. 

• Time and money resources devoted to the specific organisational and managerial aspects of 
interdisciplinary research are often grossly insufficient.  

• The most important factor for successful interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research is to 
spend sufficient time, effort and creativity on formulating a joint problem definition and 
research question. This is only possible when the commitment to the chosen research approach 
is similar across participants – at whatever level of ambition that approach may be pitched.  

4 Concluding remarks 

The account above is intended to spark discussion and further thinking on how the ‘water pollution and 
health’ research initiative, and by implication, other research efforts, might be designed and 
implemented as an interdisciplinary and possibly transdisciplinary project, by identifying what issues 
need to be addressed in such a process. The presentation is far from comprehensive, as indicated in the 
text above already. It hopefully does show that how a project or programme is designed and 
implemented is not self evident, and that considerable time and attention needs to be given to thinking 
that through before the ‘hands on’ research activities start. This paper note will hopefully serve as a 
device, dare I say a ‘boundary object’, for getting to know research partners’ perspectives and interests 
better. We look forward to open encounters. 
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